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Red pens dangle from the ceiling on red thread at intervals throughout my wall drawing. With these, the picture can be continued, commented on, or questioned. Thus, the observer can step out of a purely private, receptive status, and step into the realm of the public.

PRIVATE STORIES (2007)
Wall drawing, (4 m x 15 m),
Museu Paço Das Artes, São Paulo, Brasil
Gouache, red cords and wax crayons
Trailers are usually made long before the actual film production and therefore contain scenes which are later not adopted. The plot centers also in this case around a young woman, embodied by the Berlin actress Fritzi Haberlandt, who changes her media identity and becomes a cartoon figure. The scenery shows us a person and sometimes her double, who in their imaginary world cannot differentiate between private and public, between inside and outside anymore. My spatial drawing paraphrases elements from the genre of the “thinking” horror movie, which generates the scare and threat mainly in the imagination of the viewer, so that a happy ending becomes uncertain.

**TRAILER (2007)**

Spatial drawing, DNA Gallery, Berlin
Gouache, pigment pen
In the installation “Heimatfilm” (homeland film) it is not the pictures that move, but the exhibition viewers. By sitting on the wheeled office chairs they are challenged to position themselves within the installation. Through a loudspeaker built into each of the chairs, a female voice speaks aloud and in whispers over a musical soundtrack, evoking either the sentimentality of a “Heimatfilm” or the eeriness of a horror film à la “Psycho” or “The Shining”. The spoken text fragments by the actress Fritzi Haberlandt are like inner monologues of the young woman visible in the drawings. The installation plays with the stereotypes of the German film genre “Heimatfilm,” which following the devastation of WWII addressed a national need for harmony by portraying idyllic images of a pristine and invincible nature. The title of the work is intended to awaken associations with this genre by the viewer, who is then both challenged and irritated. The experience opens up the space for associations with one’s own image and stories of “homeland”, drawing the fine lines between the familiar and the uncanny.

**HEIMATFILM (2007)**
Spatial drawing with sound (l 15 m x w 9,50 m x h 7m), Berlinische Gallery, Museum for Architecture, Contemporary Art and Photography, Berlin
Gouache, crayon, pigment pen and 3 wheeled office chairs with loudspeakers
but I can’t remember, can’t remember...

You can’t remember, still can’t, many things are disturbing you (whispered)

...as if a door never opened there, as if one never closed, as if there was no space...

...as nobody may enter this room, nothing has occurred and lent itself thereto, abandoned, dissected and analyzed.

Have you not understood the law?
So that you have to stay in the game.

I want no game.

But it does not work without the game.
You can only have a short pause, no more.
Are you ready?

I went to the wall, I go into the wall, I hold my breath...

...I am in the wall, and only the rip is visible, which we have already been able to see. You would have thought, that I had left the room...

IMPORT (2008)
Corner drawing with sound (3,40 m x 6,50 m)
Bo Bjerggaard Gallery, Copenhagen, Denmark
Gouache, pigment pen, female voice speaks aloud and in whispers.
STILL (2008)

Spatial drawing (l 4m x w 5 m x h 3,80 m),
M+B Gallery, LA, USA
Gouache, pigment pen, tacks and red rubber band connecting sentences of the young woman’s inner monologue.
GUDRUN UND CHRISTIANE (2008)

Spatial drawing with sound (l 8m x w 7 m x h 3,20 m), art festival "Rohkunstbau", Villa Kellermann, Potsdam, Germany
Gouache, crayon, pigment pen, 10 loudspeakers and red cables
The specific point of departure for my spatial drawing is the film *Die bleierne Zeit* by Margarethe von Trotta (1981). The film deals primarily with the personal relationship between two sisters, and clearly reflects the relationship between the German siblings Gudrun and Christiane Ensslin – the latter of whom played an active role in the film’s development. The sisters both led politically engaged lives: on the one hand, Christiane, legally as a journalist; the other, Gudrun, radically as a terrorist for the German RAF (Red Army Fraction), who abandoned partner and child to go underground and was eventually incarcerated.

In 2005, Christiane and her brother Gottfried Ensslin published the letters that Gudrun wrote from solitary confinement in the early years of her imprisonment, 1972-73. One reason for the intensive written exchange was the strict limitation on visitation and correspondence permissions to include only immediate family members. Missing are Christiane Ensslin’s letters; the dialogue allows itself to be reconstructed only from Gudrun’s answers. Her private letters – as Gudrun Ensslin was well aware – were read by the state authorities and censored. In light of this background, the “private” aspect of these testaments is relative.

Passages from Gudrun’s letters to Christiane penetrate the hermetic exhibition space in deep red handwriting. On top of these personal words, in a lighter red, are excerpts from literary as well as philosophical and political texts that Gudrun Ensslin asked her sister to bring to her in prison. These include Friedrich Engels’ “The Origin of the Family,” “A Hunger Artist” by Franz Kafka, poems by Ezra Pound, dramas by Jean Genet und “Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus” by Ludwig Wittgenstein. The literary influences on Gudrun Ensslin are evident beyond her “authentic” voice – just as the red star points to the history of the Russian Red Guard, before it was adapted as the symbol of the German RAF.

Spatial drawing with sound in two parts
(Music: Jörg Rausch, voice/text: Brigitte Waldach)
Draft for
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H -> 3,50 m
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Spatial drawings with stickballs, dust, fragments


50 cm wide
42 cm high
38 cm deep

Floor planning
Spaciousness

Redrawn sketch in Radiations

With: painted wooden elements and wooden frame, covered by felt
Juxten + Croatski II
Kassel 2009

Höhe 3,50
Grundriss 5 x 5 m
Boden als Schleife
laufend und ohne Beliebigkeit

Unter dem Frisco
und auf die Ebene
welche das man
zu erreichen

Vorstehendes Raum
im Laden

10 Tours
Query durch den Laden
Auf ein Raumpaar
mit der Landschaft

um die Wand im Straßen fliegen Sie durch den Laden
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